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Abstract:  The development of high-energy ammonium perchlorate (NH4ClO4, AP)-

based energetic materials is of great significance for promoting their potential 

applications. In this study, AP-based molecular perovskite energetic materials 

(H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] were prepared via molecular assembly strategy with the facile 

one-pot reaction of AP, HClO4 and triethylenediamine (dabco). The as-obtained 

sample was characterized by X-ray diffraction (XRD) and Fourier transform infrared 

(FT-IR). The thermal decomposition and combustion performance was investigated 

by thermo-gravimetric/differential scanning calorimeter (TG-DSC), high speed 

photography and three-dimensional FT-IR. The results showed that combined with 

the oxidizer perchlorate and fuel dabco at the molecular level, ternary molecular 

perovskite (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] possessed a more stable thermal decomposition 
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temperature (385.0 °C) than the monocomponent AP and the heat release is also as 

high as 3421 J·g-1. The thermal decomposition activation energy (181.070 kJ·mol-1) 

of thermal decomposition of (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] had been expectably reduced 

from the activation energy (200.259 kJ·mol-1) of high-temperature decomposition 

stage of AP, despite of low-temperature decomposition stage. The synergistic 

catalysis thermal decomposition mechanism based on the molecular perovskite 

structures was proposed. And the combustion performance demonstrated molecular 

perovskite (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] had a high energy-releasing efficiency. This work 

provides a proof-of-principle concept for the design and fabrication of high-

performance solid propellants based on molecular perovskite (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3].  

 

Keywords: Molecular perovskite; (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3]; Thermal decomposition 

performance; Combustion; Synergistic catalysis reaction 

 

1 Introduction 

AP, as one of the most important solid oxidizers which accounts for over 70% of 

the total mass of the composite propellants, plays a valuable role in the solid rocket 

propellant systems [1-4]. The study of thermal decomposition and combustion process 

of AP has attracted much attention as a hot topic of scientific researches [5,6]. 

Conventionally, reducing high-temperature decomposition (HTD) temperature and 

reaction activation energy, as well as improving apparent heat release of AP thermal 

decomposition could lead to a shorter ignition delay time and higher burning rate of 

their composite. They had a significant influence on the energy-releasing efficiency 

and combustion performance of these propellants ultimately [7,8]. The current 

researches mainly focused on the catalysts for the thermal decomposition of AP, 
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including metal oxide [9-11], composite catalysts [12] and so on [13-16], aiming at 

reducing thermal decomposition temperatures and reaction activation energy of AP. 

However, these non-energetic components, which were added into the propellant 

systems, will affect the comprehensive energy output to a certain extent [17,18]. 

Therefore, it is essential and desirable to introduce a new idea to design and prepare 

high-energy AP-based energetic materials but not additional non-energetic catalysts. 

Molecular assembly strategy is a method that molecules and molecules 

spontaneously connect to form stable molecular aggregates by non-covalent 

interactions under certain conditions [19-26]. Combined with the inorganic oxidizer 

perchlorate and organic fuel at the molecular level, molecular assembly strategy was 

introduced to design and pioneer organic-inorganic hybrid molecular perovskite 

energetic materials with high-symmetry ternary perovskite type ABX3 [27-30]. AP-

based molecular perovskite showed the excellent detonation performances and high 

thermal stability due to its unique organic-inorganic oxidizer-fuel perovskite structure 

[31]. AP-based molecular perovskite energetic materials have attracted more and 

more attention, because they possessed stronger advantages and have greater potential 

as major components of next generation propellants than the monocomponent AP [32].  

In our previous work [33,34], AP-based molecular perovskite energetic materials 

with unique perovskite structures have a combustible property, which is different 

from the general solid oxidizer AP. And they show excellent thermal decomposition 

abilities. Unfortunately, their thermal decomposition behavior and mechanism can’t 

be deeply investigated. But, studying the thermal decomposition behavior and 

dynamics of thermal decomposition of AP-based organic-inorganic hybrid molecular 

perovskite is also of great significance to understand the thermal decomposition 

properties towards their further applications. In this paper, AP-based molecular 
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perovskite ((H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3], DAP) was prepared via molecular assembly 

strategy with the simple one-pot reaction of AP, HClO4, and dabco. The thermal 

decomposition behavior and dynamics of DAP were investigated and the 

decomposition mechanism was proposed. The ignition and combustion properties of 

as-obtained samples were studied. Based on the unique organic-inorganic hybrid 

molecular perovskite structure, DAP energetic materials showed the lower 

decomposition temperature 385.0 °C and higher heat release 3421 J·g-1. And the 

activation energy of the DAP thermal decomposition had also reduced, compared 

from the high-temperature decomposition process of AP. The combustion results 

showed DAP possessed a high energy-releasing efficiency. This work maybe offer a 

new understanding for AP-based molecular perovskite DAP materials towards 

advanced propellants in further applications. 

2 Experimental 

The raw material AP and HClO4 solution (concentration, 70%) were obtained 

from Shanxi Jiangyang Chem. Eng. Co., Ltd. Commercial triethylenediamine (1,4-

diazabicyclo[2.2.2]octane, C6H12N2) was provided by Shanghai Aladdin Bio-

Chem Technology Co., Ltd.  

In a typical experimental, 0.1 mmol AP, 0.1mmol dabco, and 0.163 ml HClO4 

solution (0.2 mmol) were added into 20 ml deionized water together and dissolved 

completely at room termperature for 1 h. The samples were obtained by re-

crystallization from mixed solution. The mixed solution was placed indoor at the 

temperature of 25 °C. The recrystallization time is 7 days. The crystal particles were 

filtered and washed withed alcohol several time. The DAP samples were collected 

and sealed before characterization. And AP/dabco solid mixture was fabricated by 

physical mechanical mixed with the mass ratio of 1:1 for 30 min.  
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A Philips X’Pert Pro X-ray diffractometer (PANalytical, Holland) was used to 

collect the Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of the samples. Fourier transform 

infrared (FT-IR) spectra were recorded on a Thermo Scientific Nicolet iS 50 

spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA). The thermal decomposition processes 

were carried out by a STA449F3 thermo-gravimetric/differential scanning calorimeter 

(Netzsch, Germany) with the different heating rates. Three-dimensional FT-IR spectra 

of the decomposition gaseous products were recorded in real time using a Thermo 

Scientific Nicolet iS 50 spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific, USA). The ignition 

and combustion processes of samples were recorded by a 11 high-speed video camera 

(FASTCAM-APX RS, Photron, Japan), which was used to capture the combustion 

images of flame propagation at 1000 frames·s−1. For a typical experiment, 40 ±0.5 mg 

of sample was pressed into a cylindrical tablet. Nitrocellulose (~2 mg) on the bottom 

of the sample was first ignited by external fire source and then ignited the tested 

samples. Once ignited, the combustion processes of the tested samples were recorded 

by high-speed photography devices. 

3 Results and Discussion 

Powder XRD was utilized firstly to analyze the crystal structures of AP and as-

obtained molecular perovskite DAP, as shown in Fig. 1a. For component AP, the 

main diffraction peaks, which are located at 15.4°, 19.4°, 22.7°, 23.9°, 24.7°, 27.4°, 

30.0°, and 34.6°, reflected from the planes of (101), (011), (201), (002), (210), (211), 

(112), and (401) for orthorhombic AP crystal [5,35], respectively. But, the XRD 

pattern of DAP samples obtained by molecular assembly strategy showed a clear 

difference from AP. Compared with the simulated XRD (CCDC:1528106), the peaks 

at 12.11°, 21.1°, 24.4°, 27.4°, 36.6° and 38.2° corresponded to the crystal planes (200), 
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(222), (400), (420), (531), and (600) of DAP. This suggested that the molecular 

perovskite DAP had been synthesized successfully by molecular assembly strategy.  

 

Fig. 1 (a) XRD patterns of the samples, and (b) crystal structure of DAP. 

The crystal structure of molecular perovskite DAP was shown in Fig. 1b. In the 

ABX3-type ternary molecular perovskite cell [31], protonated H2dabco2+ was regarded 

as the A-site cation, NH4
+ as the B-site cation, and ClO4

− as the X-bridges. Depended 

on hydrogen bond and Coulomb force interactions, NH4
+ cation, which is located on 

the corners, face and body centers of the cubic cell, is interacted by twelve O atoms 

from surrounding six ClO4
−. And the ClO4

− anion can be regarded as important bridge 

between two NH4
+ cations here. Many strong inter-ionic hydrogen bonds are formed 

from O atom of ClO4
− to H of NH4

+, leading to forming a three-dimensional anionic 

cubic cage-like framework. Protonated H2dabco2+ is embedded in anionic cage-like 

skeleton and locked by hydrogen bonds formed between H2dabco2+ and ClO4
− to 

promote the charge balance to zero, enhancing the stability of perovskite structure. 
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Fig. 2 FT-IR spectra of the samples 

Fig. 2 shows the FT-IR spectra of the samples. The spectrum peaks located at 

619 and 1037 cm-1 corresponded to ClO4
−, and the peaks at 1409 and 3274 cm-1 to 

NH4
+ from component AP. For another component dabco, the main peaks of dabco 

skeletal motion are located at 1054, 908, and 835 cm-1. The peaks at 3235, 2937, 2870, 

1678, 1455 and 991 cm-1 belonged to CH2, and the peak at 1314 cm-1 to C-N. For 

DAP, the vibration peaks at 1079 and 627 cm-1 originated from main oxidant group 

ClO4
−. The peaks of the protonated H2dabco2+ skeleton at 1116, 890, and 850 cm-1 

have a clear shifting because of hydrogen bond interactions between protonated 

H2dabco2+ and cage-like skeleton. The above results also indicated that ternary 

molecule perovskite DAP have a stable chemical structure. 

 

Fig.3. TG -DSC curves of (a) AP, (b) DAP, (c) dabco and (d) AP/dabco solid mixture 

The thermal decomposition characteristics of the samples were investigated 

further. Fig. 3a showed the TG-DSC curve of the thermal decomposition of the 

monocomponent AP. The three main peaks appeared at 245.3, 309.7, and 427.9 °C 

can be observed. The endothermic peak at 245.3 °C corresponded to the thermotropic 
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phase transition of AP from orthorhombic to cubic [36]. But, the exothermic peaks at 

309.7 and 427.9 °C were ascribed to the low-temperature decomposition (LTD) and 

HTD stages, respectively. The apparent heat release of AP during the whole 

decomposition process can be up to 578 J·g-1 totally, which is a good agreement with 

reported literatures [4,5]. During the first thermal decomposition stage, a 

heterogeneous process occurred with the proton transfer from NH4
+ to ClO4

− to form 

NH3 and HClO4. And then, the decomposition of HClO4 would continue and produce 

the superoxide radical anions with the temperature raised. The NH3 were oxidized 

ultimately in the second stage (high-temperature thermal decomposition), which is 

regarded as the key index of AP thermal decomposition. 

As shown in Fig. 3b, DAP, integrated with inorganic oxidizer AP and organic 

fuel dabco in a molecular perovskite cell, have a higher onset decomposition 

temperature than the monocomponent AP, which is different from the decomposition 

processes of the monocomponent dabco and AP/dabco solid mixture in Fig. 3 c-d. 

The weak endothermic peak at 264.3 °C belonged to the change of protonated 

H2dabco2+ crystalline by thermal excitation [37]. The followed drastic decomposition 

process ranged from 305.3 °C to 395.9 °C in TG curve. The exothermic peak 

appeared at 385.0 °C. And the weight loss of the whole decomposition process is 

89.6%. The value of heat release of DAP decomposition is up to 3421 J·g-1, which is 

higher than pure AP as well as their composite by catalyst added in Tab. 1. That 

suggested molecular perovskite DAP combined with oxidizer and fuel can release 

enormous heat energy by the oxidation reaction between components.  

Tab. 1 Comparison of the decomposition properties of AP-based energetic materials 

Sample Tp (°C) △H (J·g-1) Ref. 
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AP/Graphene 322.5 2110 [38] 

AP/nano-Co3O4 292.1 1182 [39] 

AP/Fe2O3/graphene aergel 312.0 2383 [40] 

AP/nitrated graphene oxide 350.0 3236 [41] 

AP/dibenzo-18-crown-6 co-crystal 314.8 1488.4 
[42] 

AP/benzo-18-crown-6 co-crystal 304.2 1304.2 

AP/g-C3N4 384.4 1362.6 [36] 

Raw AP 427.9 578 
This work 

DAP 385.0 3421 

 

 

  Fig.4. DSC curves of (a) AP and (b) DAP at different heating rate, (c) Dependence 

of ln(β/Tp
2) on 1/Tp for samples. Scatter points are experimental data and lines denotes 

the linear fitting results 
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In Fig. 4, the thermal decomposition dynamics of the samples were studied by 

DSC with different heating rates. The kinetic parameters for thermal decomposition of 

AP which involves the first and last decomposition stages, and DAP can be calculated 

by Kissinger Equation [43]: 

pp RT

Ea

Ea

AR

T
−= lnln 2

β                                                  (1) 

Where β is the heating rate in degrees Celsius per minute, Tp is the peak 

temperature in the DSC curve at that rate. R is the gas constant, Ea is the apparent 

activation energy and A is the pre-exponential factor. 

 To the best of our knowledge, as the key index of AP thermal decomposition, 

the reaction activation energy (Ea) of the 2nd stage (high-temperature decomposition) 

was calculated to be as high as 200.259 kJ·mol-1, But the lower Ea (91.811 kJ·mol-1) 

in the 1st stage revealed that AP initiated the decomposition reaction under a lower-

temperature stimuli, resulted from the intrinsic crystal structure. With a closely 

packed, high-symmetry ternary perovskite structure, DAP have a moderate Ea 

(181.070 kJ·mol-1) of the decomposition stage, which decreased by 19.189 kJ·mol-1 

from the Ea in the 2nd stage but was still higher than that of the 1st stage of AP. That 

demonstrated the molecular perovskite structure can enhance the thermostability of 

DAP energetic materials.  
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Fig. 5 Schematic of the thermal decomposition process of DAP 

Based on characterization and thermal analysis results, the synergistic catalysis 

thermal decomposition mechanism of molecular perovskite DAP materials was 

provided, as shown in Fig. 5. Protonated H2dabco2+ in the ternary system can be 

activated under the heating environment but can’t run away from the highly heat-

resistant anionic cage-like skeleton. The TG curve (Fig. 3b), three-dimensional FT-IR 

and corresponding FTIR spectra at different temperatures of DAP during the thermal 

decomposition process (Fig. 6 c-d) also suggested that it was locked in the confined 

space originated from the stable framework structures. 
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Fig. 6 Three-dimensional FT-IR spectra and corresponding FTIR spectra at different 

temperatures of the gaseous products of (a, c) AP and (b, d) DAP during thermal 

decomposition 

In comparison to decomposition outgassing processes of the AP and DAP 

samples in Fig. 6, the main strongest peak positions of DAP ranged from 355 to 

458 °C (Fig. 6d) revealed a rapid decomposition reaction process. But the triggered 

temperature of DAP decomposition lagged behind, compared with AP in Fig. 6b. It 

can be inferred that with the temperature raised, the anionic cage-like skeleton 

collapsed once a heating energy is greater than the Coulombic force between ClO4
− 

and NH4
+ of the anionic skeleton. Delayed proton transfer will occur rapidly and 

easily from protonated H2dabco2+ and NH4
+ to ClO4

−, leading to the formation of 

HClO4. Lower reaction activation energy and accelerated e- flow from activated 

H2dabco2+ will facilitate HClO4 molecular reductive decomposition together to 

produce superoxide radical anion ·O2
-. The thermogenerated ·O2

- can react with dabco 
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and NH3 more completely to form H2O, NO2, N2O, and so on. Compared from the 

monocomponent AP, more organic fuel (dabco) from A-sites in molecular perovskite 

units participated in thermal decomposition reaction, so that the more heat release 

energy was obtained. Namely, The unique molecular perovskite DAP combined the 

oxidizer and fuel can provide lower thermal decomposition activated energy and more 

heat release, which have more potential for the future applications.  

 

Fig. 7 The ignition and combustion process of (a) organic fuel dabco and (b) DAP 

The ignition and combustion performance of DAP as well as organic fuel dabco 

were further investigated in Fig 7 and Fig. S1. As shown in Fig. 7a, the combustion 

process of the monocomponent dabco suggested small molecules dabco can be 

regarded as organic fuel to join in the combustion reaction with Ignited nitrocellulose 

(nitrocellulose is a combustible substance as described in Fig. S1a) in the air. But the 

majority of dabco samples still remained as residual. And Fig. S1b showed that AP 

can’t be directly ignited, but assist in nitrocellulose combustion where AP should be 

considered as a solid oxidizer. But a small amount of nitrocellulose is not enough to 

consume excessive AP, resulting in residue AP without reaction. The combustion 

process of DAP was shown in Fig. 7b. A sustained combustion process with violent 

flames can be observed from 10 to 350 ms. The short-time and fast reaction process 
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indicated that molecular perovskite DAP combined with organic fuel dabco and 

inorganic oxidizer AP can be ignited and have a fast combustion reaction rate in 

despite the fact that  the external ignition source is not removed in time. That is 

because the organic fuel dabco and the inorganic oxidizer AP spontaneously 

assembled at a ternary cubic molecular perovskite cell to from the periodic stacking 

and regular crystal structures. When the trigger energy of external ignition is higher 

than ignition threshold of DAP, DAP was activated and ignited. As a result of close 

stacking of fuel and oxidizer at the molecular scale, DAP have a fierce energy-

releasing effect. That demonstrated molecular perovskite DAP materials have a 

significant potential for in the future propellant and aerospace fields. 

4 Conclusions 

In summary, molecular perovskite DAP were prepared successfully via 

molecular assembly strategy by the facile one-pot reaction of AP, HClO4, and dabco. 

DAP sample with perovskite structure have a more stable decomposition temperature 

(385 °C) than AP. The high heat release (3421 J·g-1) of DAP was obtained from the 

unique molecular perovskite structure combined with the inorganic oxidizer AP and 

organic fuel dabco. What’s more, the activation energy Ea (181.070 kJ·mol-1) of DAP 

is lower the activation energy (200.259 kJ·mol-1) of high-temperature decomposition 

stage of AP. The synergistic catalysis thermal decomposition mechanism of DAP 

towards promoting thermal decomposition and heat energy release was proposed. 

This work may offer new potential for further applications of molecular perovskite 

energetic materials. 
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Research highlights: 

1 Ammonium perchlorate-based organic-inorganic hybrid molecular perovskite 

(H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] was prepared via molecular assembly strategy; 

2 Good thermal decomposition and combustion performance can be obtained from the 

perovskite-type structure; 

3 The synergistic catalysis thermal decomposition mechanism of organic-inorganic 

hybrid molecular perovskite (H2dabco)[NH4(ClO4)3] was proposed. 
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